Streamlined ASN Processing Improves Accuracy, Lowers Costs

Vantage Point EDI’s user-friendly ASN software provides a “drag-and-drop” style of packing and shipping orders that allows warehouse workers to quickly master the solution without extensive training. The graphics-based workflow interface is not only easy to use, but it also enables users to easily view all ASN processing steps in the appropriate sequence.

For organizations with an existing Warehouse Management Solution (WMS) or ASN solution, Vantage Point EDI’s ASN solution is designed to extract data from other ASN shipping solutions and generate partner-compliant ASNs.

Vantage Point EDI’s ASN solution features include:

- Multi-user packing and ASN creation
- Native UCC-128 labeling according to partner specifications
- Intuitive, graphics-based user interface
- Numerous time-saving auto-pack options for standard pack and “pick and pack” operations
- Manifest and shipping system integration options
- Interface to FedEx consignee shipments
- VIC’s Bill of Lading printing
- Packing slip printing tailored to partner specifications – e.g. Target.com
- Supports all ASN standards, including SOPI, SOIP, SOTPI, SOTIP and SOI
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